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Industrial activities generate a large variety of contaminated effluents which require an appropriate treatment 
before being released into the environment. Due to the unsteady-state nature of industrial processes, variations of 
effluents charge with time (flow and/or concentrations) are very often encountered. Generally, they negatively 
impact running forthcoming treatments, with risks of leading to non-respect of discharge norms [1]. In order to 
avoid this, buffering of wastewater treatment is generally achieved by equalization basins. Although they assure 
the regulation of effluent fluctuations, their setting-up exhibits major disadvantages (occupation, odor, cost…) [2]. 
In this context, an alternative solution could be to set up a column of adsorbent, prior to treatment as a 
buffer/equalizer unit. This buffering strategy, first proposed by Ottengraf (1986) [3], is based on the reversible 
feature of adsorption.  
During periods of high loading, contaminants would accumulate into the adsorbent. When the inlet charge would 
return to a usual load, contaminants would progressively be released out of the adsorbent column. Thanks to this 
process, a buffering of dynamic load variations could be achieved and contamination loading would be distributed 
more consistently over time (Fig. 1). This strategy has been tested in previous studies focusing on gaseous effluent 
treatment [4] but data on wastewater lines are scarce and very few researches have been reported on desorption of 
a fixed-bed column in water phase. 
 
Fig. 1 Theoretical buffering strategy using an adsorbent column to prevent from load variations 
The objective of this study was to conduct experiments and perform numerical modelling to assess the feasibility 
of granular activated carbon (GAC) column to buffer load variations of contaminants in an industrial context of 
petroleum wastewater treatment. 
Cycles of adsorption, and more especially desorption, of methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) and 2,4-dimethylphenol 
(2,4-DMP) have been carried out on GAC. Dynamically variations of contaminants concentrations were run at 
several conditions of duration (peaks)... GAC fixed-bed exhibited a stable adsorption/desorption capacity after 
undergoing two conditioning cycles. The study of pollution peaks revealed that attenuation is largely dependent 
on the targeted pollutant: 2.4 ± 0.5 % and 6.0± 1.2 % attenuation/cm of bed for MDEA and 2,4-DMP respectively. 
Mass balances calculated from both injected and recovered pollutant during peaks were respected. 
 
Fig. 2 Experimental values and modelled cycles of adsorption and desorption for (a) MDEA (21 ± 1°C) and (b) 2,4-DMP (22 
± 1°C) on a fixed-bed of activated carbon 
Finally, the Linear Driving Force (LDF) model and isotherms models were coupled to fit experimental data for 
both adsorption breakthrough and desorption curves (Fig. 2). The model was used to predict adsorption and 
desorption behaviors of following cycles. Good agreement with experimental values was obtained.  
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